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The more Chen Hao pondered over it, the more he felt that something wasn’t right. 
 
He immediately swiped the card and opened the room. Chen Hao’s eyes widened at the scene before 
him. 
 
There was an unknown man in the room now. 
 
At that moment, he was trying to remove Ouyang Ru’s clothing. 
 
Ouyang Ru was struggling hard to fight him off, tears streaked all over her face. 
 
However, when the man saw Chen Hao, he gave him a cold smirk. 
 
He then leaped off the bed, ran toward the window and jumped. 
 
This was the seventh floor! 
 
Chen Hao immediately rushed over to look. However, there was no one below. 
 
Where did he run to? 
 
Chen Hao went into a trance. 
 
His face flushed from embarrassment when he turned back and saw Ouyang Ru. 
 
Just when he wanted to cover her up with a blanket, he heard footsteps coming from the outside. 
 
“Come on, stop pestering me! I have Chen Hao here to take care of my cousin sister. You bunch have 
seriously nothing better to do!” 
 
Wei Mengjiao’s voice was heard right after. 
 
As well as those people who drank with them earlier. 
 
Obviously, they came out along with Wei Mengjiao to get the medicine for sobering up. 
 
Sh*t! 
 
What should I do now? 
 
Chen Hao was lost. 
 
With Ouyang Ru’s condition right now, there might be a misunderstanding. 
 
Chen Hao wanted to dress Ouyang Ru up again when suddenly, Ouyang Ru gained consciousness and 
reopened her teary eyes. 
 
She started begging for help, shouting for him to stay away. 
 



What the f*ck! 
 
Knock knock knock! 
 
The sound of knocking on the door echoed in the room. 
 
“Chen Hao, are you inside? Can you open the door?” Wei Mengjiao yelled. 
 
“Huh? Cousin sister? Are you okay?!” 
 
It was obvious that Wei Mengjiao heard her cousin’s begs for help from outside. She continued yelling, 
“Chen Hao? Young Master Chen? Are you inside?” 
 
Chen Hao hurriedly replied, “I’m in here!” 
 
He opened the door. 
 
“Young Master Chen, what took you so long? Don’t tell me that yo- Oh my God!” 
 
Wei Mengjiao was about to tease him. 
 
However, she shrieked after she saw what was going on in the room. 
 
All of her classmates flocked in. 
 
Some of them gasped in shock. 
 
Everyone then stared at Chen Hao in disbelief. 
 
They did not expect someone who looked as sophisticated as Chen Hao would do something so 
obscene. 
 
“Young Master Chen! W-W-What did you do to my cousin sister?!” 
 
“D-Don’t misunderstand, please! It wasn’t me!” 
 
“If it weren’t you, did my cousin do this to herself then?” Wei Mengjiao doubted. 
 
“There was someone else. A man was in this room! He jumped off from the window not long ago!” 
 
Right now, everything that Chen Hao said sounded like an excuse. 
 
“This is the seventh floor though!” 
 
One of the guys rushed over to the windows, “What the f*ck? No one could have survived a jump from 
this height! Even if he survived, he would have been paralysed!” 
 
Meanwhile, Wei Mengjiao covered up Ouyang Ru with a blanket. 
 
“Young Master Chen, I can’t believe I trusted you! How could you do something as obscene as this? And 
my grandfather even praised you for your values, you’re so disgusting!” Wei Mengjiao shrieked. 



 
“Yeah! I can’t believe that Young Master Chen is actually like this. At least the others are honest about 
it! You, on the other hand, disguised yourself too well!” One of the girls accused, looking at him 
disdainfully. 
 
“It really wasn’t me! You guys have misunderstood! If you don’t believe me, just look at the surveillance 
camera. I was outside all along!” Chen Hao protested. 
 
Right away, someone informed the manager to come up. 
 
“I want you to retrieve the surveillance camera for this floor right this instant!” Chen Hao demanded. 
 
“Huh, this floor’s surveillance? I’m so sorry, Young Master Chen. Something went wrong with our 
surveillance cameras yesterday. We are still in the midst of solving this issue!” the manager answered. 
 
“How do you know me?” 
 
Chen Hao looked at the manager. 
 
The manager smiled obsequiously and said, “Hehe, Young Master Chen, I’ve seen you during a chamber 
of commerce. Your sister, CEO Chen, has always treated me well. So, of course I know you!” 
 
“Hmph! Chen Hao, stop acting anymore! Everyone in Jin Ling City knows that anyone in the industry has 
to show you respect! All of you were in this together! If it weren’t so, why did the surveillance camera 
spoil today, of all days?!” Wei Meng Jiao condemned. 
 
Her voice rang loud. 
 
To the extent it attracted all the customers from other hotel rooms. 
 
The whole floor was crowded in no time. 
 
“What’s the situation?” someone gossiped. 
 
“It seemed like some young master tried to bring a drunk girl into one of the room to rape her. 
However, the girl’s cousin caught him red-handed. What the hell! He’s a monster!” 
 
“Oh my God, I thought scenarios like this would only appear in movies. I can’t believe this actually 
happens in real life! That’s so disgusting!” 
 
People started gossiping among themselves. 
 
Some of the nosy ones even contacted the news hotline. 
 
Hui Huang Hotel & Restaurant—a place for all sorts of entertainments. 
 
Right now, inside one of the extravagant restaurants. 
 
Long Shayun was having a meal with Qin Ya. 
 
She only took a few bites of her food. 



 
“Hehe, have you guys heard? Something happened in the guest room on the seventh floor!” 
 
At this moment, a new batch of customers sat next to Long Shaoyun’s table and started discussing. 
 
They also talked about what happened upstairs. 
 
“There are still vile people like this!” 
 
Long Shaoyun was sipping on his wine, smiling a little after he heard them. 
 
On the other hand, Qin Ya frowned. 
 
“What happened after? Are they still fighting? Who’s the young master? What a good-for-nothing!” 
 
“What the hell! Speaking of the rich guy, it looked like he had a powerful background. Some even said 
that it’s Jin Ling’s Young Master Chen!” the person exclaimed. 
 
“What? Jin Ling’s Young Master Chen? That’s impossible!” 
 
“Of course it’s impossible! He wouldn’t do something like that!” 
 
Qin Ya snarled at the customers sitting next to them. 
 
“Hey, why are you so offended? We are just chatting anyway. Why don’t you go upstairs and take a look 
for yourself?” one of the men suggested. 
 
“What does Young Master Chen look like? Is he hot? Hey, I heard he’s extremely low-key. I’ve never 
even seen him before!” 
 
“Well, he looks good. But that doesn’t matter. I heard people yelling that his name is Chen Hao or 
something. So I’m sure that it’s Young Master Chen!” the man said. 
 
Qin Ya tensed up when she overheard them. 
 
“What did you say his name was?” 
 
She stood up immediately. 
 
“C-C-Chen Hao!” 
 
The people that sat beside her were taken aback. 
 
“Impossible! How can that be?” Qin Ya exclaimed in disbelief. 
 
Right after, Qin Ya saw people heading toward the seventh floor to take a look. 
 
Hence, she followed suit. 
 
Meanwhile, Long Shaoyun smiled wryly and sipped on his wine. 
 



He took out his phone and dialed for someone. “You can go up now!” 
 
Then, he left his seat and headed up too. 
 
“Make way! We are reporters!” 
 
Right now, the seventh floor was bustling with noises. 
 
Even reporters from the Jin Ling Times showed up. It wasn’t surprising if what happened today made it 
into the headlines tomorrow. 
 
Chen Hao was blocked from leaving, everything he said was rendered as an excuse. 
 
From afar, Qin Ya watched everything unfolding in front of her. However, when she spotted Chen Hao, 
she staggered backward in disbelief. 
 
“No, no, no. Chen Hao is not like this!” Qin Ya mumbled to herself. 
 
“What are you even on about? He was caught trying to rape the girl while she was drunk. The girl even 
accused him of it herself!” 
 
One of the hotel guests retorted when he heard Qin Ya muttering. 
 
“Mengjiao, why are you here? What is happening?” 
 
Long Shaoyun asked when he spotted Wei Mengjiao. He navigated toward her with a few bodyguards. 
 
“Huh? Shaoyun! I’m so glad that you’re here! I’m okay but something happened to my cousin sister!”� 


